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Who else would like the ability to shape and wake up inside your dreams?As human beings,

we typically live for about 80 years and during those years most of us spend 6 to 10 hours

every night sleeping. That's more than 20 years of our lives lost! But what if it didn't have to be

that way? What if there was a way that we could retake the time that we lose to sleeping every

night? As it turns out, there is just such a way.Inside this book, you'll find a guide and step-by-

step instructions on exactly what to do to go from not remembering your dreams at all, to being

able to shape them, control them, become fully aware inside them so that they become an

extension of your waking life, and then remember them with vivid clarity. When we take the

time to learn to wake up inside our dreams, and to learn to recall them afterwards, the only limit

on what we can do is our imagination.Whether you want to spend some time meditating in a

peaceful monastery, traveling to and then exploring strange new worlds, or practicing aiming

that shot just right for the sport of your choice, once you learn to shape your dreams and

become conscious inside them, you can do it all.How much of your life could you be missing

right now that you don't even know about?Inside Lucid we'll cover:How to cause time distortion

in dreams in order to experience a longer, more fulfilling life, without living any longer.How to

hone physical skills and study while you are sleeping.How our human minds work and how to

exploit this to leverage your dreams.A simple technique that has allowed countless lucid

dreamers to remember their dreams.Why it is impossible to ever be 100% certain that we are

awake or dreaming and what to do about the consequences of this.How our memory works

and how to exploit this to recall your dreams in vivid detail.How to intentionally shape your

dream beforehand so that you can have the dream of... well... your dreams!How to increase the

perceived length of our dreams so that we can spend hours, days, or even longer exploring our

dream reality.Why some kinds of reality checks may lead to wasted dreams, and what to do

instead.How to utilize micro-mindfulness while awake to help you to become lucid when you

dream.How to build a bridge between your dreams and the waking world so that you can recall

your dreams.How to become aware that you are dreaming, and wake up inside your

dream.How to move directly from wide awake to asleep and dreaming without losing conscious

awareness.How to analyze your dreams to make it much more likely that you will notice when

you're dreaming in the future.If you'd like to take a vacation every night...Or if you'd like to

explore a world where you have total control...And especially if you'd like to no longer be

wasting those hours when you're asleep every night...Scroll up and Click the Buy Now button

Right Now!



LucidHow to Start Lucid DreamingEven if You Never Remember Your Dreamsby Max

TranceCopyright 2020 by Max Trance. All Rights Reserved.DISCLAIMERUse of this work and

all material contained within it is entirely at your own risk. There are no guarantees of any kind

around any of the material within this work, or anyone’s use of it.In particular, be aware that

using the methods in this work may lead to hallucinations when you are awake, with all the

consequences from that. While lucid dreaming is typically very safe, if you suffer from

psychological issues you may want to check with your psychological professional before

playing with lucid dreaming.Nothing in this work is legal, financial, psychological, medical or

any other kind of advice. Or to put it another way, the material in this work is for entertainment

purposes only. And your entertainment is not guaranteed.Now this should be abundantly clear

from the above, but in case it is not: Neither you nor anyone else may take any kind of action

against anyone associated with the creation, publication, distribution or sale of this work.

Neither you nor anyone else may take action against any party associated with this work in any

way. If you attempt to do so, you agree to be fully liable for everything including all costs and

liabilities of all parties regardless of outcome. By way of example: if you take us to court, the

only outcome is that you pay for everything on all sides, including any court-imposed liabilities

and costs.That said, the material presented in this work has worked effectively for me and

other lucid dreamers. This does not mean that you will be successful in implementing it, and it

does not mean that anyone other than you is responsible.In using anything in this work, you

assume full responsibility for any and all outcomes.Table of ContentsWhy lucid dreamWhat is
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dreamImagine a world so vivid that it is as real as the waking world. In this world, you can do

anything you choose. You can be anyone or anything you choose. And you can travel to any

place and any time.One night you could be exploring the bottom of the ocean, seeing with

crystal clarity where there is no light. The next night, you live out an entire lifetime as another

being.Perhaps you need to revise material for an exam. Or maybe you want to practice

perfecting some move in the sport of your choosing.When you lucid dream, there are no

constraints or limits beyond your own imagination. With a little practice, the things that you

discover and learn inside your lucid dreams can carry over into your waking world. This can be

as simple as recalling what happened with clarity, or as complex as learning a new skill in your

dreams and using it in the waking world.As human beings, we live for around 80 years, and we

tend to spend somewhere between a quarter and a third of that time sleeping. And even worse,

most of us do not even recall our dreams clearly.That's a lot of lost time. The good news is that

with a little practice, you can learn to tame and control your dreams, and using the tools in this

book it is possible to recall those dreams every bit as well as your waking life.And it gets better.

Have you ever had a dream that lasted for days, weeks, or longer, even though it occurred in a

single night of sleeping? If you haven't, you have almost certainly heard of it.You see, time

works differently in dreams. Now I don't know how much time it is possible to experience in a

single dream. I've never managed to guide someone past 50 years or so.Even so, what would it

mean for you if you could experience even one extra day every single night? And what would it



be like if that day was perfect for you?How much more happy and relaxed would you be if every

second day that you experienced was spent doing anything you might desire? If you are

competitive and like getting ahead, how much more quickly could you outpace the competition

if you had twice as much time to train and study as they do? And if you’re overworked, how

much less stressed would you be if you were able to take a vacation after every day at work?

All of this and more has been achieved by people with lucid dreaming. And the best part is that

it is a skill that anyone can learn. The processes in this book have been designed to take you

from never having remembered a dream, to having lucid dreams almost every night.It will take

a little effort on your part to get there, but the payoff is so huge that it is more than worth it. If

you doubt this, just think about how much time, effort and money people spend trying to keep

themselves from dying so that they can live a handful of years longer. How much time would

you invest if you were certain it would get you another decade of life?When you become an

exceptional lucid dreamer, the possibility opens up to extend your effective perceived life by

countless lifetimes, lived out in dreams that are every bit as real to you as the reality you’re in

as you’re reading this right now.And all that is required for most people to become exceptional

is a little effort and consistent deliberate practice.What is lucid dreamingIn its simplest form,

lucid dreaming is exactly what it sounds like: you have dreams in which you are fully conscious

and aware. Most lucid dreamers choose to take it further, and actively shape their dreams so

that they can experience anything they might desire.The huge advantage of this is that our

brains already create these dream realities inside our minds just about every time we sleep. So

we already have the base framework that we need to get started.This means that if we want to

experience lucid dreams, there is a very short list of skills we need to acquire.First, we need a

way to recall our dreams. If we don’t have this, then all the lucidity in the world won’t help,

because it would be as though the events in our dreams never happened as soon as we wake

up. This part is quite easy, even if you’ve never recalled your dreams before. In this book, I

share the technique that I used to quickly and easily go from recalling maybe one dream a

year, to recalling one or more dreams in vivid detail every single night.Second, we need a way

to become conscious within those dreams. For most people, this is the hard part. Luckily, once

you know a little about how the mind works, this too can become almost effortless.Third, we

need a way to take control of our dreams. In a lot of ways, this is the easiest part. If we don’t do

this, we can end up conscious and aware, but unable to manipulate our dreams very much.

This would make them much like the waking world. Which is often not a bad thing in itself, but

why settle for a clone of reality when you could have everything you can imagine?That’s really

the only skills we need in order to learn to lucid dream, and we’re going to cover how to acquire

each of them later on in this book. Now, it will aid us immensely in having lucid dreams if we

understand just a little about how the mind works. It’s quite a bit different to how most people

imagine, because our experience of our own minds is from the inside.So before we get into

exactly how to lucid dream, I’m going to quickly cover off some things.There are many models

of how the mind works. We hypnotists tend to use a model where we think of the mind as being

composed of a conscious part and an unconscious part, and this model is to a large extent

useful. If you think about it, the human brain is essentially a vast neural network with the

information accumulated over a lifetime of experiences stored in more than a quadrillion

connections between neurons. Not only that, but those connections are not simple on-off

switches. Instead, they are analog data stores with an effectively infinite range of values.(As an

aside to my fellow physicists and mathematicians: Ok so it’s not really infinite. If you like, feel

free to estimate the number of atoms in an average neural connection and compute the

number of possible combinations and configurations. It’s really, really big. Then add on the



effects of the myelin wrapper and it gets even bigger.)This entire system is constantly

changing. We perceive time on a scale of seconds, because it takes a few milliseconds for one

of these connections to reshape itself within our brains.Data continuously flows into the system

from a huge array of sources. We receive it from sensors all over and inside our bodies. These

include the regular five senses of sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch, along with numerous

other senses that are not usually talked about outside of fields where they are studied,

including such things as the position of every part of our body that we can move, tension,

hunger, multiple types of pain, temperature, and a whole host of others.Suffice it to say that

there are billions of pieces of information flowing into our minds from our environments and

from our bodies all the time. A lot of these pieces of information are relatively stable. For

example, the temperature of various parts of our bodies does not change very much unless we

do something to cause it to. Right now as I am writing this, I am sitting in a kitchen and there is

a stove in my field of vision… that image is completely stable for the time being. At the same

time, a lot of the data changes constantly. Right now, I can hear cicadas and birds chirping

outside. The pressure on my fingertips is continually changing as I type. And I can feel the

temperature in my palms fluctuating as I raise and lower my hands.On top of all of that, we also

have other information constantly coming in. You see, our thoughts never really stop. We’re

constantly thinking about stuff. And those thoughts form another data source for our minds.Yep.

Our minds are shaped not only by our environment, but also by our minds.When information

flows into our minds, our neural network is reshaped. Our brains are organized in such a way

that they effectively perform an operation known as chunking. This is where information flows

in, and the response of our neural network creates abstract structures inside our minds known

as chunks. In simple terms, a chunk is the representation of an object or concept inside our

minds.So for example, right now there is that stove in my field of vision. When I look at it, the

information goes into my mind and combines with the information about every other stove I’ve

ever experienced, along with the environments around them, and other stove-like objects and

associated thoughts. When I look at the screen, the stove is still in my field of vision, but I’m not

really paying attention to it, or even aware of its existence to any great degree.With all that data

flowing into our minds, you might ask just how much of it can we be aware of at once. This is a

question that has been studied, and it turns out that the answer is just four things. Now,

because our brains chunk information so quickly, if we run an experiment, we typically find that

most people can actually keep track of between 5 and 9 things at once. With a little training

they can get as high as 11.That’s not a lot when you consider the billions of pieces of

information constantly flowing in and shaping our minds.We hypnotists typically deal with this

by considering all the stuff we’re not thinking about right now to be the unconscious mind, and

that tiny handful of things we are thinking about as being the conscious mind. There are a few

other models out there, and they all come back to the same thing: as human beings, at any

point in time we are only capable of paying attention to the tiniest part of our current

experience, and that current experience includes any thoughts we may be having.If you are

spiritual or religious, feel free to include that as we go along. I won’t be covering those topics

much in this book because even though they are an important part of lucid dreaming for many

people, they are not required to make it work. Not only that, but if I were to try to cover them,

many people with differing perspectives would complain, and this book would end up being

many, many thousands of pages long. There are simply too many different ways of doing them

and that’s not what this book is about.Suffice it to say that if religion or spirituality, or both, are

important to you, you will almost certainly enhance your experience of lucid dreaming by taking

a few moments to incorporate them into it. And the person who best knows how to do that is



you.So how does all of this tie into lucid dreaming?Well, when we fall asleep, we lose most of

the data feed from the outside world. It’s typically dark and our eyes are closed, so we lose the

visual feed. We’re generally lying somewhere comfortable and safe and warm, so we lose the

kinesthetic feed. We’re not eating anything, so we lose the taste feed. We don’t usually move

much, so our awareness of temperature and position tends to fall even further.I’m sure you get

the idea.But what don’t stop are our thoughts. They can’t stop because if they did, we would be

dead. Our thoughts shift up and down. Sometimes they’re quiet and we drift peacefully along

into ever deeper sleep. Other times they become active and approach the levels that they are

at when we’re awake.We tend to think of ourselves as being either awake or asleep, but in

reality, we exist in a continuum ranging from wide awake, alert and fully in the moment, all the

way down to deep sleep, or even coma.When we sleep, we run through a largely automated

process where over the course of 90 minutes or so we start off in relatively light sleep, drift

down to deep sleep, drift back up to light sleep, then we dream for a bit. This cycle repeats

multiple times every night. By the way, if you’ve ever woken up feeling groggy and unrested

despite apparently sleeping the entire night, this often happens because we wake up at the

wrong point in the sleep cycle. When we wake up at the end of a sleep cycle, we generally feel

well rested. And the easiest way to wake up at the right point in our sleep cycle is to allow it to

happen naturally. This is why alarm clocks are a really bad idea.Is lucid dreaming dangerous?

Now, before we get into how to create a lucid dream so that you can start having them, it is

important that we go over a few things that can happen so that you don’t freak out, or worse,

act out your dreams in real life, if they happen to you.For what I hope are obvious reasons,

there could be unfortunate consequences if we were to act out in real life everything that can

happen in our imagination. So when we dream, our bodies need some way of not acting out

the activities in those dreams. Luckily, there is a handy mechanism built into our brains that

essentially shuts down our ability to move most of our muscles. Known as sleep paralysis, this

can be a scary thing to experience if you wake up while it is still in effect. Sleep paralysis is a

natural process that happens when we dream. It is there to keep us, and those around us, safe.

I mention it here because when you start working with creating lucidity in your dreams, the

possibility increases that you will wake up at a point where your sleep paralysis is still

running. There are various techniques to overcome sleep paralysis, and for our purposes here,

it is enough to know that it is a completely safe and natural process, and that if you experience

it when you wake up, the worst that can happen is that you fall asleep again. Even before I

knew how to overcome sleep paralysis, it never lasted for more than 15 minutes after waking,

so all you really have to do is wait for a bit and think about something else. If nothing else, it is

a wonderful opportunity to start planning your day.Just make sure you don’t focus your

attention on the sleep paralysis itself. This is the one thing that can cause it to continue

indefinitely.Next up we have hallucinations. A lot of people have the belief that hallucinations

only happen when something is wrong (such as not enough sleep, too many drugs, and so on).

This is far from the truth.
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Cynthia Cook, “lucid dreaming. Great book! The only book I’ve read on lucid dreaming that

actually worked! I’m a fan and now I want to read his other books.”

Joseph P., “Closer to the reality of lucidity. This book helped me understand what was already

happening in my dreams. I look forward to taking things further as this is easy to read and very

insightful. Can't wait to go to sleep.”

Erin, “Great Overview. Very easy to read, practical applications of techniques. Looking forward

to trying these out and feel like I have A good foundation. Thanks!”
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